HOW IT
WORKS

cross-platform ad sizes:
Leaderboard 728 x 90

AD UNITS
Skyscraper 160 x 600

Audience extension allows
advertisers to use audience
insights and technology to
tailor their messages to the right
people, at the right moments, in
the right contexts, in a scalable,
efficient, and effective way.

Mobile 320 x 50

Tile 300 x 250

Video
(Pre-Roll & YouTube): MP4

Monster Ad 300 x 600

EXTEND YOUR REACH
Extended Reach is a cost-effective solution that will maximize your
presence in market across a wide variety of sites. Our DSP alone is
integrated with 70+ of the major exchanges and supply side platforms
that, combined, fuel over 60 billion
impressions per day.
Through geo-targeting, we can reach your preferred zip codes and ensure
your message is being delivered to those who matter most.

AUDIENCE
TARGETING
Uses 3rd party data to identify and reach specific
audiences based on who they are and what they
buy as they visit sites within our large network of
professionally-published national and local
websites.

BENEFITS
Reaches highly specific audiences on
their journey throughout our network of
8000 brand-safe, mid-tail websites.
Network includes publishers from
brand-safe sites.
Minimizes wasted impressions by
targeting a specific audience rather than
specific sites including the use of job
title targeting.

WEBSITE
TARGETING
Target a group of categorized websites to
deliver the best audience for your products
and/or services.

BENEFITS
Category Targeting is an excellent tactic
for overall branding and awareness.
Elevates the advertiser’s brand by
displaying their ads on national
websites, geo-targeted to local regions.
Custom categories may be created by
combining, adding, or removing sites
from the lists provided.

CATEGORYTARGETING
A custom mini-network of national websites,
designed to reach a target audience through
relevant content. Sample Categories include:

TOPIC
TARGETING
Target Websites with content that matches up with
specific topics, content and keywords to deliver the
best audience for your products and/or services.

Topic/Contextual Targeting
Delivers ads within relevant content and customized
sites that relate to selected topics. Places a display
ad onto pages with content that matches clientsupplied keywords or phrases, reaching people
interested in that content.

BENEFITS
Ads are served on sites relevant to the desired
topic and/or keywords as well as sites featuring
content relating to the desired topic.
Topic Targeting broadens the advertiser’s reach to
optimize toward the best performing sites, topics
and ads.
A cost-effective solution that maximizes the
advertiser’s budget.

SEARCH
RE-TARGETING

BENEFITS
• Target active, in-market consumers as
they research and compare products,
services and prices

Use 3rd party data, pre-set and customized
keyword lists to reach your customers based on
their recent search activity.

• Benefit from industry leading targeting
technology used by national, regional and
local competitors

Search...

• Leverage 100s of pre-built, performance
tested keyword lists to accelerate reach &
engagement of your message to maximize
your
advertising budgets
•A wide variety of categories and ability to
customize keywords lists maximize your
ability target your customers

Search As a Behavior
3rd party data providers obtain search information from partner search sites like search
engines, travel and ecommerce sites and other site level search engines.

NATIVE
Integrate you product or services
message within the content by
matching the form and style of national
and local publishers.

BENEFITS
• High engagement rates give you the
ability to dramatically improve
performance and drive more customers
to your site
• In content placement creates greater
brand awareness and affinity by
matching publishers’ look and feel
• Programmatic Native allows for great
efficiencies, and lower costs, at scale
Our programmatic buying platform
gives you the opportunity to use the
same message across 1000s of sites to
create unique ad styles matching look
and of sites’ in content placements

.COM

RETARGETING
Reach customers after they click or visit your
website, serving them with ads as they continue to
travel across the sites within our network.

BENEFITS
• Increase the frequency of ads to users who
have already shown some interest in your
product or service
• Proven tactic to drive branding and direct
response
• Click Retargeting targets users who have
clicked on your banner ad
• Site Retargeting targets users who have
already visited your website
• Both can be used individually or collectively
• Includes Facebook Retargeting

Visitors of your site will be
retargeted with your ad as they
consume content across our network

MOBILE
Reach future clients within
a designated DMA by
targeting thousands of apps
and
mobile-enhanced sites.

FEATURES
•Run of Network, mainly
across apps, but also
browsers

This solution offers the
ability to buy data-driven,
targeted, and cost effective
mobile ad inventory
through automated
technologies.

•Geo-targeting is
available by DMA, U.S. zip
code (ex: 99338), province,
and select Canadian cities

BENEFITS

•Click-to-call availability

• A cost-effective mobile
solution that reaches a
broader audience across a
network of mobile apps and
websites
• CTR averages are
historically higher than
standard web display
campaigns

•Inventory is secured
through a programmatic
offering

HYPER-LOCAL MOBILE
Reach your desired audience by targeting users based on their location.
A powerful mobile offering that couples the GPS functionality in smartphones with
thousands of mobile apps and websites, to reach audiences based on their precise
location.

FEATURES
•Increase the frequency of ads to users
who have already shown some interest
in your product or service
•Proven tactic to drive branding and
direct response
•Click Retargeting targets users who
have clicked on your banner ad
•Site Retargeting targets users who
have already visited your website
•Both can be used individually or
collectively
•Includes Facebook Retargeting

BENEFITS
•Geo-fencing places like your location,
your competitors, or the hangouts of
your most likely customers, focuses your
budget and pulls consumers in the area
closer to your door
•Provides a great way to reach
people at different times of the day,
without desktop limitations
•CTR averages are historically higher
than standard web display
campaigns

TAILORED
LOCATION SEGMENTS
Target your customers
based on locations they
have visited in the past
30, 60, 90 or 365 days
Data is mapped to real
places, census
information, and events,
to understand users’
real world behavior
Over 100 pre-defined
audience segment!
Examples include
Business Traveler
(visited airports
frequently during the
work week) or CVS
Customer (users who
have been to the store
in the last 2 weeks

BENEFITS
• Target your customer, or
competitors’ customers, to
better connect with the
right consumer at the right
time
• Use offline behavior and
actions to locate and
target your customers
more
effectively

• Customize audience
segment using any
dimension of time and
place to refine targeting to
meet your campaign
targeting objectives
• Improved performance
means more customers to
your website

YOUTUBE
TRUEVIEW VIDEO
Reach customers after they click or visit your
website, serving them with ads as they continue to
travel across the sites within our network.

BENEFITS
• Perfect compliment to your broadcast
& cable TV budgets in a DVR-proof
environment

NEW! Advanced
Targeting for TrueView

• You only pay for TV ads actually
watched

• Target by keyword, categories and/or
interests

• YouTube.com pre-roll video audiences
are self-selecting and run ROS unless
otherwise recommended

• Minimum $1,500/mo, 3mo

• Highly engaging video only
environment

• Videos delivered across Youtube.com
and embedded players

YOUTUBE
TRUEVIEW VIDEO
YT vs. cable networks: reach % of each among 18-34 year-olds

48%
44%
43%
41%

41%

Comedy
Central

CW

FX

TBS

CONVERSION TRACKING
Make your advertising accountable to ensure quality messaging, creative and placement
Help close the sale by tracking prospects and customers who see your ads and come back
to visit you, or who complete a desired action.

THERE ARE TWOTYPES
OF CONVERSIONS:
•TRUE EVENTS count an actual actionfor
example: survey filled out, sign up for a
newsletter, purchase made.

•HOMEPAGE VISITS count users that have
visited the homepage of an advertiser’s site.

PERFORMANCE
TRACKING
DASHBOARD

